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In this paper I shall essentially raise certain problems con-
cerning some syntactic aspects of reflexivization in Hindi. In
particular, I will argue that it is not possible to solve the problems
raised by the data from Hindi within the frame work of Transforma-
tional Grammar or Generative Semantics and thus, it necessitates some
rivisions in the present theory. I have presented some partial solu-
tions which I consider to be of theoratical interest. I shall dis-
cuss the following aspects: l) Formulization of Reflexive rule in
Hindi,2) The cyclic nature of Reflexivization in Hindi, 3) Ordering
of Reflexive transformation with some other transformations in Hindi
such as Subject Raising, Complementizer Change, Causativization etc. and
interaction of rules that yield a type of sentences called ko sen-
tences in Hindi vdth the rule of Reflexivization, h) An examination
of certain claims regarding linguistic universals connected with
Reflexivization in the context of Hindi, and, 5) Specific problems
related to Reflexive transformation in Hindi.
1 The personal pronoims in Hindi can be grouped in three persons and
two niombers, just as in English.
Singular Plural
I Person me 'I' ham 'we'
II Person tuu 'you'(nonhonorific) turn 'you' (familiar)
ap 'you' (honorific)
III Person vah 'he, she, it'(dis.) ye 'they' (distant)
yah 'he, she, this (near) ye 'they' (near)
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The possessive forms of these are
Singular Plural
I Person mera 'my' hsmara 'our*
II Person tera 'your' (non-honorific) tumhara 'your '(familiar)
apka 'your' (honorific)
III Person uska 'his, her, its' unka ' their'
iska 'his, her, its' inka ' their'
All the possessive forms when reflexivized have the form gpna
which can be translated into English as 'one's own.' All the pos-
sessive pronouns and the reflexive J)ronoun opna are inflected for
number and gender.
The reflexive pronoun in Hindi is .?pne ap + post position which
in English can be translated as 'one self. This form in Hindi is
"translation equivalent" for all the reflexive pronouns in English,
namely, 'myself, 'ouiselves', 'yoiarself , 'himself, 'herself, 'it-
self, and 'themselves',
I shall now discuss the possessive reflexives in Hindi, Con-
sider sentences (l) and (2).
(1) yah merii kitab hs
this my book is
•This is my book'
(2) m£ opnii kitabe parh rsha huu
I my books am reading.
'I'm reading my (refl.). books.'
In (l) there is only possessive pronoun and in (2) Gpnii is a pos-
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sessive reflexive pronoun. In Hindi, a sentence such as (3) is un-
grammatical,
(3) *ni? merii kitabe porh raha huu.
•I'm reading my (poss.) books.'
The underlying structure of (2) is
{k) me —"rkitabe merii hi ---kitabe —psrh raha'.'J.
books mine are
S-,
am studying
NP
i
N
I
me
S2
v.
kitabe merii he
VP
NP
\
x
NP
I
V+ Aux.
parh rsha huu
kitabe
First Relative Reduction rule applies and as a result we get
(S) mt merii Ijltabe perh^raha huu... " -.,->• '
^
Reflexiyization rule applies on (5) yielding (2). Possessive Reflex-
ive trapsformation,in Hindi can be formulized as in I.
I Possessive Reflexive transformation (Obligatory)
SD: ', WPj^—X—WP2—
-
.'^V- p.\—Y'
Lg [+Anaphoric] \+poss. / g _:
SI 1 2 3 h 5
SC 1 2 v"+Refl.^- U 3-^ 5
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( p.p. stands for a post position and poss. stands for a possesive
pronoun)
Conditions: i) 1= 3
ii) 1 commands 3
3 commands 1
NP
[+ Anaphoric] indicates that Pronominalization rule has already
applied and therefore, the second occurrence of the coreferehtial NP
is marked [ + Anaphoric]* Phonological rules vjould interpret \+ Refl,,--
U 3-^ as spna.
I shall novj discuss Reflexive transformation which derives sen-
tences with spne ap + p.p.. Consider sentences (6) and (7).
(6) trilok usko bevloiuf manta hs
Trilok him stupid considers
'Trilok considers him to be stupid*
(7) trilokapne apko bevkuuf manta he
.
'Trilok considers himself to be stupid'
apne apko in (7) is a reflexive pronoun and the underlying structure
of sentence (7) is (8).
(8)
UP yp
I Nip V +- Aux.
trilok
manta he
S„ IT'
2
/ X <'.-^°>/
trilok bevkuuf he
The following operations take place on (8) in order to yield (7): No
significant operations take place on Sp cycle. On Sj^ cycle. Subject
Raising transformation takes place raising the subject of S2 to
direct object position of S-^. The second occurrence of trilok is
pronominalized and then reflexivized to yield spne apko . Reflexive
transformation does not take place in (6) because the indeces of ref-
erence of the subject and surface direct object are not identical.
Reflexive transformation which operates on (8) is obligatory and it
can be formulized os follows;
II Reflexive transformation (Obligatory)
SD: j NP—-Y—NP2—«- ^/+ p. p. \ — Z ;
-S [+Anaphorici \t poss./ ^
SI: 1 2 3 . J+ 5
SO: 1 2 <"+Refl.") U l-h 5
\ / ''
Conditions: i) 1 = 3
ii) 1 & 3 command each other
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Phonological rules vould interpret -^Refl.) U 3-^ as spne ap + post
position. Some of the post positions that can follow NPg are se
'with', me 'in', per 'on' and ko 'to' etc.
The -ap in apne ap + p.p. is sometimes optionally deleted. Con-
sider sentences (9) and (lO),
(9) V8h apne ap me khuS rahta .
he in himself happy is
'He is happy with himself
(10) vsh apne me; khu? rehta he.
'He is happy with himself
The deletion of
-^ can be foriialized as follows:
III -ap Deletion (Optional)
SD: X --- apne ap p.p. —
Z
SI: 1 2 3 U
SC : 1 apne 3 ^
'This rule should be applied only v;hen apne ap is followed by a
postposition. If this condition is disregarded and the above rule is
applied to sentences such as (ll), ungrammatical sentences such as
(12) result,
(11) vah apne ap bahsr^gaya
he himself out went
'He himself went out'
(12) *vah apne bahar gaya
A close look at Possessive Reflexive rule and Reflexive rule would
indicate that they are very similar in natiire having identical structur-
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al description. Therefore, these ti70 rules should be collapsed into
one rule* After collapsing, the revised Reflexive rule looks cs follows:
IV Reflexive transformation (Obligatory) - (Revised)
SD: NP — -Y — NPg — /+p. p. .— -Z
S [Anaphoric] \iposs. s
SI: 1 2 3 h 5
SC: 1 2 •+Refl.>U 3-*+ 5
Conditions: i) 1 = 3
ii) 1 & 3 command each other
The phonological rules \;ould interpret Z'+Refl.^: U 3 - '+ p.p. ''•,
\-tposs,/
as 8pna and^Refl,''; U 3- '+ p.p. \ as apne ap + post position.
X-poss.
/''
In this section, I shall discuss the cyclic nature of Reflexi-
vization in Hindi. The notion of cyclic application of (some) transfor-
mations ;7as proposed in Chomsky (I965) and discussed also in Ross(l967)
and Lakoff(l966). Some of ordered transformational rules, according
to this hypothesis, are applied in their abstract order to the low-
est S in embedded sentences. In a structure like the following
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the transformations opply in a specific order to S3. After ap-
plying the rules to So we move to S2 and apply once again and then
to Sx and apply once again. It should, however, be pointed out that
a transformation that applied once on a given part of structure say
sentence So, can not reapply to that tree in the same cycle. Also,
there can be precyclic and post cyclic rules in a grammar of a
laguage. (For f\u'ther discussion see the references above).
To demonstrate that Reflexivizatiori is in the cycle, let us con-
sider a sentence such as (13).
(13) preka? ne ephii . citthii me likha he ki usne
Prakash his(refl.) letter in wrote that he
spna kam kar diya
his(refl) work did
Prakash wrote in his letter that he finished his work.
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The underlying representation of (13) is (lU).
V + Aiix.
likha he
citthii prekas
kii he
,-.V
Kam Prgkal ka he
Notice that on Sj^ cycle no transformation of immediate relevance
operates. On S3 cycle. Relative Reduction transformation takes place
yielding prakas pr ska's ka kam tsr diya . Pronominalization and Re-
flexivization operate changing preka^'' ka to epna. No transformation
applies to Sg. On s£ cycle Relative Reduction transformation ap-
plies yielding prska^kii citthii me . Pronominalization and Reflex-
ivization apply yielding prska^ apnii citthii me and v^h-epna kam
ksr diya. Complementizer Placement, Extraposition and '+pro "• de-
letion apply in order to yield prakal cpnii citthii me likha he ki
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vsh apna kam kar diya . Finally ne Placement and other transforma-
tionsapply yielding (13). The order of transformations in the foiu:
cycles, therefore, are
^k cycle ^3 cycle Sg cycle S^ cycle
None Relative Reduction None Relative Reduction
Pronominalization Pronominalization
Reflexivization Reflexivi2ation
Cotnplementizer Placement
Extraposition
;+ pro^ Deletion
It can be noticed that in the derivation of sentence (13)> Re-
flexivization operates twice, that is, once on S^ cycle and once on
S, cycle. The application of the same transformation more than once
on different sentences in a derivation proves that Reflexive trans-
formation is in the cycle.
Further, there is evidence to show that there is simultaneous
application of Reflexive transformation to more than one constituent
at the same time, if they all satisfy the condition for Reflexive rule,
(15) ( ap ) apne - . mitro ko • epnii kitabe • diijiye
you you3r(refl,) friends to your(refl.) books give
'Give your books to your friends,'
The underlying struct\ire of (I5) after Relative Reduction takes place
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(15a) Si
i
P*P« phrase / + Aa
ap ^-^-""X / ^•.-'.'.. ~-^--»-
^-"
— ^\ / dijiye
NPg ko /
ap l:e mitr ^:i.
^^^--is..
ap kii kitabe
In ;6rder?t6 yield ( 15 ) .Reflexive trsmsformation has to apply simul-
taneously to NP2 and NP3 on S^ cycle in (l5a) changing both the oc-
currences of a£ + possessive to gpna .
Reflexivization in English is also considered to be a cyclic
rule. But McCawley (1968) claims that Reflexive transformation in
English is a prelexical transformation.-^ The argument provided in
support of his claim is as follows: "There is a reason to believe '
'
that"' virtually all nominal!zations arise through a single prelexical
transformation", [italics mine] But McCavjley does not provide any
argument in support of his proposal. He then argues that Reflexive
transformation should precede Nominalisation and therefore, Reflex-
ive transformation should be a prelexical transformation. It
should be pointed out that McCawley provides no syntactic or semantic
argument to prove that Nominalization transformation is prelexical.
Therefore, his proposal that Reflexivization is a prelexical trans-
formation does not appear to be valid.
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So far no evidence has been found in Hindi suggesting that
Reflexivization in Hindi is a prelexical transformation.
3. In the previous section, I showed that Reflexive transformation is
a cyclic r\^le. In this section, I shall discuss the relative ordering
of Reflexive transformation and some other transformations in Hindi.
Consider sentences (l6) and (17).
(16) aSok ne lalita ko apne bare me kuch bataya,
Ashok talita to poss.(refl,) about something said
'Ashok said something about himself to Lalita'
(17) sSok ne lalita se apne liye cay bsnane ko kaha
Ashok Lalita with for him tea to make said
/'her (possi
refl.)
'Ashok asked Lalita to make some tea for; him '
'herself
It should be noted that only sentence (17) is ambigous and sen-
tence (16) is not, that is apna in (16) refers only to aSok, where as
the possessive reflexive in (17) can refer either to s^ok or to lalita .
The reason for this is that though sentences (I6) and (17) look similar
at the surface structure level, their underlying structiores are dif-
ferent. The landerlying structure^ simplified] of (16) is (I8).
(18)
NP
192
N
1
aSok
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WP
i
N
I
8?ok
lalita alSok keliye cay binaye
In (19) > no transformdtion of significance operates on S2 cyle. On
Si cycle. Complementizer Change ka-na transformation applies yielding
a?ok lalita se lalita + ka aSok ke liye cay banana + ko Keha,
Equi NP Deletion applies and deletes the second occurrence of iden-
tical NP lalita . The ka following the second occiorrence of l8lita is
automatically deleted since the NP lalita is deleted and
.82 is pruned.
Reflexive transformation applies changing a^ok ke liye 'to apne liye .
The order of transformations, therefore is -. ' '
Sg cycle ' S^ cycle
None Complementizer Change
Equi NP Deletion
Reflexivization
If apna refers to lalita, (17) has underlying structure as in
(20) [ aSok ne lalita se [ lalita lalita ke liye cay banaye]
Si S2 S2
Kaha]
19^
NP VP
N
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Notice that apne in (2l) refers only to me and not to bacca. In Sub-
barao (I967), I argued that in order to block the derivation of sen-
tences ih which spna refers to bscca, the Causative transformation
should precede Pronominalization and Reflexivization. But the order-
ing proposed is inadequate because if rules apply cyclically to trees,
all the rules in the cycle should apply to each embedded sentence and
to the matrix sentence as well. Thus, if Reflexivization is in the
cycle, there is no I'ay to prevent its application to each sentence
of the tree diagram and thus we derive sentences with wrong seman-
tic interpretation. Kleiman (l97l) and Kachru (l97l) propose that
Causativization in Hindi, like in English, is a prelexical trans-
formation(see note 4) i.e., Causative transformation applies before
the semantic node VERB + CAUS . is replaced by a lexical item through
lexical insertion transformations. If this proposal is accepted, ac-
cording to Kleiman and Kachru, in sentences such as (21) apna would
uniquely refer to the instigator of the action, that is^me in this
sentence and not to bycca. I'll present a step by step derivation of
(21) in the frame work of the new proposal.
The underlying representation of (2l) according to the new pro-
5posal would be as follows:
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(22) Sj
NP VV
''"""^x
li ,.
'"'""^
'
.^
WP2 7
Me I )
Sp CAUSE
NP ' VP
I
BsCCA
NP,,
PgHsN
+ AUX.
S3 N1.5
N
i
KaH?E BeCCE KE He KaPRE
Predicate Raising, which is a prelexical transformation according
to Kleiman and Kachru applies on (22) yielding (23).
(23) Si
NP VP
"2N NPr
1
^
i pahsn + caus'
S2 + Aux.
NP3 ~VP
N W?i^
bacca
S3 i«>5
kcpre bscce ke he
kepre
Notice that the conventions for tree pruning proposed by Robs et 9I,
(1966) do not discuss under what conditions nodes such as VP are de-
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leted. It seems that Kleiman and Kachru assume that once the in-
nermost V in raised by the prelexical rule, the VP node that dominates
it is erased, creating appropriate struct\ire for" the application of
Ross's tree prunning convention. In order to arrive at the correct
surface structure of sentence (21) these assumptions are crucial.
They, however, leave some major problems ae residues. Notice that
if vje delete the VP and subsequently the Sg node, the remaining
structure looks on follows:
i2k) S,
m.
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S2 - N^i, dominates S3 and NPc which satisfy the con-
dition for (i) Relattvization . and (ii) Relative
Reduction. Therefore, these two rules apply in
that order.
Now the resultant strucdaiB meets the structural description for reflex-
ivization. The problem is, reflexivization has to be blocked to get the
correct output. Therefore, it is suggested that the nodes VP, and sub-
sequently S2, are deleted at this stage, This^ then blocks reflexivi-
zation.
There are two problems with this suggestion. If node deletion and
tree priming are conventions, they could not be ordered with respect to
syntactic rules. Second, it is not the case that reflexivization has to
be blocked at the stage mentioned above. If that v?ere the case, the fol-
lowing sentence should have been ungrammaticai.
(25) Sarmila ne bacce ko spne kapre pshnaye
C 6
But native speakers of Hindi assign two readings to the above sentence
one, spna refers ^srmila, two apna refers to bscca . I must admit
that I have come across only one such case, involving the verb
pshan and noiuis which are interpreted as adult vs. child. Even so,
one exception is enougli to prove that more work is to be done on the
interaction of reflexivization and causativization. Note that this
does not invalidate the claim that causativization is a prelexical
rule, it only points out that reflexivization may not provide the
evidence to support the proposal that causativization is a prelexical
rule.
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I shall novi discuss causative sentences which have an S em-
bedded in the underlying structure. Consider sentences such as
(26) and (27).
(26) prakaS ne ag lega . ksr spna jhsnda jala dala
Prakash fire having set his(refl.) flag burnt (Causative)
Prakash burnt his flag by setting fire to it.
(27) prskas ke ag Iggane se uska jhsnda jel gsya.
Prakash fire setting due to his(poss.) flag burnt(inch.)
Because of Prakash 's setting fire to it, his flag burnt.
Note that there is a possessive reflexive in (26) whereas
there is a possessive pronoun in (27). The underlying subject of
the conjunctive participle laga kar is prska^ and it is deleted
due to indentity. Evidence that the subject (underlying) of con-
junctive participle is deleted is obtained from sentences such
as (28).
(28) hem logts ne vsha Ja ksr deliha
We people there having gone sav;
'We went there and saw it*
The underlying structure of (28) is as in (29)
(29) [ham log [hsmlog vsha gsye] deldia]
Si Sg S2 S^
In Hindi in perfective a post position ne is attached to
the logical subject of the sentence if the verb is +ne verb •
Jana is a -ne verb and dekhna +ne verb. Notice that dekhna
is the verb of the matrix sentence and h^m log , the logical
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subject has the post position ne. If the subject of the em-
bedded S is retained and not that of the matrix S, we should
get sentences such as (30)
(30) hsm log V8hS ja k9r deldia.
But (30) is ungrammatical. Iherefore, it is the
subject of the embedded S that is deleted and not that of the
matrix S.
In sentence (26), there is possessive reflexive pronoun gpna
because by the time Reflexive rule applies, prakaS and prgka^ ka
are dominated by the same S and the embedded S is pruned. In
(27), Reflexivization does not take place because there is no
identity of NP's at the point in the derivation where Reflexive
rule applies, that is,, the subject of the matrix S is jhanda
jhenda prakal ka hs and the subject of the embedded S is prskaS .
Therefore, in Hindi sentences such as (31) are ungrammatical.
(31) * preka? ke ag legane se apna jhsnda jsl gsya.
Another transformation that is crucial in the discussion of
Reflexivization is Subject Raising, Under proper environment,
the subject of the embedded S is raised to become the object of
thematrix sentence. Subject Raising transformation operates in
such sentences as (32).
(32) kuch log beiimanii ko gunah mante he
some people cheating crime consider
'Some people consider cheating a crime'
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The underlying representation of (33) is
(33) [kuch log [beiimanii gunah he]
Si Sg S2 /+pro^
mante he]
Si
No transformation of relevance applies on Sp cycle. Subject
Raising applies on Si cycle moving beiimanii, the subject of
the embedded S, to ditect object position, h£ of Sg is deleted
and pruning conditions erase Sg node,
Reflexivization should follow Subject Raising in order to
derive sentences such as (3'+).
(3^) snupsma spne apko sundar mantii he
Anupama herself pretty considers
•Anupama considers herself to be pretty'
The underlying representation of (3*+) is (35)
(35) Si
NP
I
N
I
anupsma
VP
S2
NP
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the subject of the embedded S is 'raised' to become the object
of the matrix S. Then Reflexivization applies changing the
second occurrence of snup^ma to gpne ap . If Reflexivization
precedes Subject Raising on S^ cycle, ve get ungrammatical
sentences such as (36)
(36) * enupemaj^ uskoi sundsr mantii he.
The ordering, therefore, is
Subject Raising
Reflexivization
(37) Reflexivization does not apply across coordinate con-
juncts. Sentences (37) and (38) illustrate the point.
(37) hem or hsmare dost dillii ja rahe he.
We and our(poss.) friends Delhi are going,
'We and our friends are going to Delhi'
(38) ham apne dosto ke sath dillii ja rahe he
We our(refl, ) friends vith Delhi are going
'We are going to Delhi with our friends'.
The underlying structure of (37) is (39)
"I
(39) '. [hem dillii ja rshe he] or [hsmare dost dillii ja rehe he] '
; Si Si S2 Sg
I
-83 ^3
Reflexivization rule does not apply on S2 or S-, , Reflexive
transformation does not apply on So cycle, either, as hem and hsmare
are not immediately dominated by the same S node. The under-
lying representation of (38) is as in (Uo).
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(38) [ham hamare dost ke sath dillii ja rehe he]
Si Si
Reflexive transformation applies S]^ cycle and changes hamare to
apne
In Hindi there is a class of sentences referred to as ko
sentences.' In this type of construction, the logical subject of
the sentence receives the post positioh ko and the logical object
becomes the grammatical subject of the sentence. In sentence
(4l) rsmeS is the underlying subject of the sentence,
C+l) rsme? ko apna apman hona bura laga
Ramesh his(poss. refl.) insult to be bad felt
•Ramesh felt bad about his being ihsulted'
The underlying representation of (Ul) is as in (U2).
NP
_
yp
N NP / V
rameS X "--^ bura LaG + AUX,
Sg N
J^ " "---^^ < +pro^;
So '^"^NF ^VP
"^
N ho + aux.
apman ramel ka he apman
LsG in capital letters indicates that it is a semantic predicate
and is not identical to the lexical item lag in syntactic features,
The following operations take place on (U2) to yield (Ul).
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Relative Reduction applies on S2 cycle yielding rame^ ka opman
ho + Aux. Complementizer Change takes place on S^^ cycle yielding
[rsmeS [rameS + ka apman ho + na] [bura Lag + Aux,]
„p ^ <,
Si NP NP VP
Vi'jisi
At this stage of derivation Reflexivization applies changing
rsme^ + ka to spna. If the transformation which assigns ko
to reme^ applies before Reflexivization^ the identity condition
for Reflexive rule is lost and thus, it is not applicable. There-
fore, Reflexivization should precede ko attachment.
It should be mentioned that the NP spna apman hona can be
moved to the left of NP of S^^ as in (U3) and such sentences should
not be considered as instances of backvrard reflexivization.
(i+3) apna apman hona rsme? ko bura Isga
k. In this section, I shall examine certain claims regarding
linguistic imiversals connected with Reflexivization in the con-
text of Hindi.
Ross (1967) says "I would hazard a guess that not only do
rules of reflexivization tmiversally not go down into relative
clauses, they do not go down into reduced relative clauses."
(page 153) [italics mine]. To say briefly, according to Ross,
Reflexivization dows not take place in reduced relative clauses.
But in Hindi, contrary to Rossfe claim, Reflexivization rule ap-
plies in reduced relative clauses converting the second occur-
rence of identical NP + post position into a reflexive pronoun.
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Consider sentence (UU).
{hk) spne ksmre me bethe hue logo ko me nshii janta
iny(poss. refl.) room in seated people I not know
'I do not know the people sitting in my room.*
The underlying representation (simplified) Qf sentence (kk) is {k^)
(U5) [me [ve log mere kgmre me bethe hue he] [un logo ko] nehii
Si S2 ' S2 NP
NP
janta.]
H
First Relative Reduction applies on S^ yielding mere ksmre me
bethe log which in the derived constituent structure is an NP and
not an S. The condition for Reflexive transformation is satis-
fied and therefore, it applies converting the second identical
occurrence of NP + ka to apna , thus yielding {hk). The order
of the two transformations, therefore j is
Relative Reduction
Reflexivization
Thus, we see that Ross' guess about Reflexivization in Reduced
Relatives is incorrect. -
The second universal that is to be examined is movement of
coreferential NP's. According to Postal's Cross over principle,
(Postal, 1968), no NP mentioned in the structural index of a
transformation may be reordered by that rule in such a way as to
cross over a coreferential NP. Thus, sentence (U6) cannot be
passivized in English because it involves movement of coreferential
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NP's
(i+6) John hit himself
(U?) *Hiinself was hit by John
(1+8) -"-John was hit by himself
If Passive follov;s Reflexivization we get (U?) and if it pre-
cedes Reflexivization, we get (U8).
In Hindi, Passivization involves three stages: 1, Adding
se 'by' to the agent and ya + ja to the verb; 2. optional agent
movement and 3. optional agent deletion. Passive of a sentence
such as (5U) is as in (55) - (57)
(1+9) madhsvii ne veh t9sviir dekhii
Madhavi that picture saw
'Madhavi saw that picture.'
(50) madhavii se vsh tssviir dekhii gsyii
'That picture v/as seen by Madhavi'
(51) vsh tssviir madhevii se dekhii gayii
(After agent movement)
(52) vah tssviir dekhii gayii
(After agent deletion in the appropriate context)
Reflexivization in Hindi has to precede agent deletion,
otherwise the condition for Reflexive rule is not satisfied and
thus ungrammatical sentences are generated.
In Hindi Passive rule operates on sentences with Possessive •
reflexives also- Passive of sentence (53) is (5U).
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(53) maltii ne spna kam kiya
Malti her(poss. ref.) work did
'Malti did her work,'
(5U) maltii Se apna kam kiya gsya
Passivization of sentences which have apne ap + post
position is also possible ih Hindi. Passive of sentence (55) is (56),
(55) y9h burii khober suh ker
this bad news having heard
V9h gpne apko sembhal nghil saka
he himself could not control
'Having heard the bad news he could not control himself,'
(56) yah burii khebar sun ker usse
9pne apko sombhala nshii gaya
Notice that in (56) there is no agent movement or agent deletion.
But, the agent in (56) can be crossed over the coreferential NP
apne apko as in sentence (57).
{57) yah burii khabar sun kar
apne apko us se sambhala nahli gaya.
Though agent movement in Hindi optional, sentences such as (57)
provide evidence against Postal's claim about coreferential HP's
as a universal.
5. In this section, I shall discuss some sentences which pose
problems to the analysis persented above.
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The reflexive rule, which is treated as obligatory in Hindi,
appears to be optional in sentences with multiple embeddings.
Consider sentences such as
(58) m? ne kuch logoko merc]^ ksmre m6 beth kar mere2bare mS
I some people my room in sitting about me
bate kerte hue suna.
talking heard
Some native speakers felt that gpne also can be used in place of
merej^and mereg whereas some others felt that mere , is obligatorily
replaced by apne and merep optionally. For some other speakers
merei cannot be replaced by epne but mere2 can be. At present it
is not known how to account for the variation in the use of mera
and apna . But, for native speakers of category two above, the
•distance' of the possessive pronovin from the subject of the sen-
tence appears to be a factor in deciding whether Reflexive trans-
formation is obligatory or not. Further study of this phenomenon
is needed.
Another place \7here Reflexivization is optional is in sen-
tences such as (59)
(59) prasad ne lelita se '^uske liye i|. . . cay banane ko kaha
; apne liye j
Prasad Lalita ( for him(her) ;
; for himself(herself)^tea to make said
Notice that uske liye in (59) may either refer to prasad or
to Islita or to some other person, where as apne liye refers either
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to prssad or to Islita but not to any other person. If Reflexi-
vization in Hindi is obligatory, one \;ould expect uske liye to
refer to some third person but not to presad or to lalita. No-
tice that the sentence
Islita lalita Ice liye c&y^b©naye
is embedded in another sentence
prosad ne kaha
In an unembedded sentence such as
(60) lalita lalita keliye cay banaye
Pronominalization and Reflexivization have to obligatorily take
place. If pronominal form uske liye occvirs^then it can not re-
fer to lalita it refers only to some third person. It is worth-
while to repeat that uske liye in (59) may refer to lalita. In
order to account for the optionality of the Reflexive rule, we
may propose that Reflexivization in Hindi is optional when there
is ambiguity in reference i.e., when a pronoun refers to more
than one NP. This proposal accounts for the obligatoriness of the
Reflexive rule in (60) and its optionality in (59). Either
transformational grammar or generative semantics do not provide
any mechanism to formulize such conditions.
Still there are problems related to reference in sentences
with possessive reflexive. Consider sentences (61) and (62).
(61) kusian ne mohnii ko spnej kcmre me apne,-j
kusim mohnii her(refl.) room in
kurta siite hue dekha
shirt sowing saw
'Kusum saw Mohnii sowing her shirt in her room'
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(62) kusum inohnii ko apne^ a ksmre ine
Kusum Mohnii her(refl.) room in
apna^ ^ kurta siite hue dekh ksr naraz ho gsyii
her shirt sowing having seen angry became
'Kusum became angry having seen Mohnii sowing her shirt
in her room.
'
(62) is ambiguous, the two occurences of opna in one reading,
refer to kusum, in another to mohnii, Cne would normally expect
(61) also to be ambiguous. But, that is not the case. I'm not sure
how to account for 'these facts". . Possibly, the factors that de-
termine the application of Reflexive rule relate to the features
of verbs such as kahna 'to say', dekhna 'to see' etc, or to
those and the properties of partticipial and V - kar adverbials.
But, the new proposal does not work the way it should. Ac-
cording to it Reflexive rule is optional if there is ambiguity
in reference. But there are sentences in Hindi, where Reflexi-
vization is optional though there is no ambiguity in reference.
_
QLven the underlying structure of sentence (63)^ one would
expect the Reflexive rule to operate obligatorily but it does
not.
(63) sure? ko '. uskaj 'yo-.. ' apmanit hona bur§ Isga^
i 9pna
)
Surebh his this manner being insulted bad felt
'Suresh felt bad of his being insulted this way'
If we maintain that x ka apmanit hona is not an NP but
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an S, Reflexivization should not at all take place but it does.
If we modify the Reflexive rule in such a way that- it operates on
noun phrases which are not clause mates, we derive many ungram-
matical sentences. Amcng others, sentences such as (63)*
(63) * hsm or apne dost muuvii ' dekhne gaye
We and our(refl.) friends went to see the movie
Since my new proposal accounts for only a subset of sentences,
I am not sure of the factors that determine the obligatory or
optional operation of the Reflexive rule in Hindi.
6. In this paper, I think I have raised more questions than
I have answered, A detailed study of pruning conditions and the
interaction of Reflexivization with other syntactic processes such as
proncEinallzataQn causativization, adverbiolization, participial
formation may provide answers to some of the problems that I
raised in this paper. The operation of node deletion and tree
pruning conditions after the application of prelexical rules
should be studied in greater detail.
Though I could not provide solutions to many prooiems con-
cerning Reflexives in Hindi, I hope that this study will provide
a fruitful direction in which further research can be carried on.
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NOTES
1. I'm thankful to the Center for Asian Studies for the grant in
Summer I969 which enabled me to do this research. I'm deeply-
indebted to my advisor Dr. Yamuna Kachru for her valuable
suggestions and comments during the preparation of this pa-
per. I'm grateful to Pulavarti Satyanarayana for the discus-
sions that went into the planning of the paper and to Dr.
Braj B. Kachru for his encoxiragement.
2. This term is due to Kiparsky and Kiparsky. pDr further de-
tails see Kiparsky and Kiparsky (I968).
3. According to the lexicalist hypothesis^ all transformations
apply in a derivation only after lexical insertion takes place,
that is, all transformations operate on lexical material .
The transformationalists, on the contrary, claim that some
transformations such ts causativization are prelexical im-
plying that some transformations may also apply before lexi-
cal insertion. Thus, a prelexical transformation applies
to trees which terminate in semantic matter rather than
lexical matter.
i+. McCawley(l968) also claims that causativization is a prelexi-
cal transformation. Though intuitively his claim appears to
be correct, not enough syntactic or semantic evidence is pro-
vided in his paper in support of his claim. For further
discussion, see among others, Chomslty (1970), Fodor (1970)
and Morgan (1969),
5. I use capital, letters to indicate that the items are Semantic
predicates and not lexical items.
6. Dr. Yamuna Kachru pointed out to me the ambiguity of such
sentences.
7. See Kachru (1970).
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